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Who is this guy?

 10+ years with Innovative

 Based in Minneapolis MN

 Head of Circulation at MPLS Public Library

 Several Marmot Projects



Agenda

 Specific Questions

 Highlight various reports of interest to Directors

 Future of Decision Center



What is Decision Center?

 What is happening at my library? What do I 
do about what is happening?

 Supports data-driven collection 
management
 Supply and demand-based analysis

 Optimize collection budget allocations

 Make collection management workflows more efficient

 Note at no point does it mention Circulation Statistics 
hence…



Why?

 “Why did someone from Innovative say not to use 
this for circulation statistics?”  

 Especially since there are quite a few circulation 
statistical reports.

 Should we be using Web Management Reports or 
Circulation Activity Reports instead?

 WMR http://sierra.marmot.org/manage

 Will more than likely require Java exceptions be added 

 CAR  http://sierra.marmot.org/iii/webrpt

 Sierra Staff Client – Top Left toolbar | Reports

http://sierra.marmot.org/manage
http://sierra.marmot.org/iii/webrpt


Margin of Error

 “Decision Center's focus is high-level statistical 

trends; numerical differences of <1% between 

Decision Center reports and Web Management 

Reports are not statistically significant.”

 Except when they are statistically significant for example 

reciprocal lending costs.

 Or you are a branch manager trying to beat a colleague.



Data Drift

 Decision Center and Web Management Reports use 
different metrics for evaluating some data. Some of the 
differences include:

 Web Management Reports transaction counts by codes are static 
counts that reflect the codes in place at the time of the 
transaction. 

 For circulation reporting in Decision Center, item code data also 
reflects the values stored at the time of the transaction. 

 In many other reports, Decision Center displays the codes 
currently present in patron and item records. 

 For this reason, past transaction activity for records could show a 
different count for a given code when viewing the same report in 
Web Management Reports versus Decision Center.    Because it 
shows what the codes are now as opposed to what they were.



Drifting Example

 A patron with a juvenile patron type checks out 10 items in March at 
Main. The March report would include these 10 in a juvenile patron type 
column for Main.

 In June the patron gets the adult patron type. This is a field that can drift or 
change to reflect the new code.

 After that change, running a report on March or that includes March would 
show a 10 decrease in Juvenile patron type count and a 10 increase in Adult.

 The overall total for March would be the same and would still be credited to 
the original Main transaction location.

 The relationship of who they were changes to reflect current status.

 And if the patron moves to a new library service area the March transactions 
still stay with the original library as recorded by transaction location or Home 
Library even if that element changed in the patron’s record. 



What drifts?

Drifting means the field shows the code as it exists in the record today which might be 

different then what was in place when the transaction happened.



Comparison - Buena Vista 9/8

 Circulation Activity Report 

 Checkouts 282 

 Checkins 423 

 Renewals 19

 Holds18  (placed by staff in Sierra)

 Total  742  

 Decision Center

 Checkouts 282 

 Checkins 423

 Renewals 19

 Holds 18 

 Total 762 (includes 20 holds filled – not tracked by CAR)

Identical



Comparison Buena Vista YTD

 Circ Activity Report

 Checkouts 48,346 

 Checkins  48,419 

 Renewals  2,403 

 Holds  1,715 

 Decision Center

 Checkouts 48,346

 Checkins  48,419

 Renewals 2,403

 Holds  1,715
Identical



MCPLD Selfcheck Central 9/8

 Circulation  Activity Report

 Checkouts 2,861

 Checkins  2,823

 Renewals  98

 Decision Center

 Checkouts 2,861

 Checkins 2,746  (off by 77)

 Renewals 98



MCPLD Central Selfcheck YTD

 Circulation Activity Report

 Checkouts  443,115 

 Checkins  309,715 

 Renewals   12,042 

 Decision Center

 Checkouts  442,635  (480)

 Checkins 303,644 (6071)

 Renewals 12,040  (2)

 Stat Group 294



So can we use DC for Circ stats?

 Decision Center is designed for high level trend reporting.  Web 
Management Statistics for circulation statistical reporting.

 Can be almost the same, especially for short time periods

 Total 12 monthly reports vs. one end of the year report

 Trend analysis instead of actual counts

 Impact of Summer Reading Kickoff week

 Impact of Final Exam week or days after holiday

 So run more frequent reports and then sum them or assume that 
over a period of time the numbers average out when you run 
the report over a long time period.



Why so many checkouts of MDL?

 DC reports where a transaction took place by using a series of 
lookups. 

 To determine the transaction locations, DC first identifies the Statistics 
Group number for each transaction. 

 The system then finds the location code associated with the Statistics 
Group in the Statistical Group Maintenance table. 

 Decision Center looks up the location code in the Locations Served table 
and uses the associated branch location code. 

 The descriptive name associated with the branch location code comes 
from the Branches table. 

 If the system cannot find the location code or the branch name in 
the Locations Served table, Decision Center displays the location code 
that appeared in the Statistical Group Maintenance table.



Still doesn’t help.

 When I look at the DC reports I noticed the bulk of 
the MDL transactions were renewals and holds.

 Typically this is actually Encore or WebPAC patron 
transactions.  Renewing on line or placing holds.

 At Marmot: http://opac.marmot.org/

 These transactions are sent to Sierra via an api 
which funnels these into a specific Stat Group .

http://opac.marmot.org/


Ok so…

 DC attempts to find a label that corresponds to this 

stat group and found the MDL.

 A change was made to reorder the names and now 

it shows as Virtual which means the transaction was 

done via the catalog.

 Why then are there checkouts and checkins?

 Staff logins tied to a stat group of None.

 Couldn’t there be checkouts of MDL items?

 Only three MDL items have ever gone out. 



MDL/Virtual

 An example of how complex it can be to determine 
what is this report telling me.

 User Manual http://csdirect.iii.com/manual_dc/Default.htm
or click on Help within Decision Center

 Especially Appendix section 

 In general

 Stat Group or Transaction Location can be interchangeable 
for Sierra transactions.

 Assuming stat group and locations served tables are 
correctly set up

http://csdirect.iii.com/manual_dc/Default.htm


Abandon All Hope

 Collection Tools> Evaluation> Holdshelf Activity –
“The info doesn't look right. I don’t understand this 
report. Should “placed on holdshelf” minus “picked 
up from holdshelf” equal “abandoned from 
holdshelf”? Why do most locations show 0 items 
“abandoned from holdshelf?

 Abandon from Holdshelf requires running the Clear the 
Holdshelf program.  That is how DC knows the patron 
didn’t pick up the hold.

 Part of the Reports session tomorrow



Holdshelf Activity



Inn Reach

 “Explain what we are really getting from the Inn-
reach reports”.

 The Location filter is not where the checkout took 
place.  It is which library owns the material.

 So the reports are showing you a breakdown of 
material circulating within Marmot and out to 
InnReach

 Your stuff being checked out either to Marmot or 
Prospector or Mobius



Inn Reach Example

You might be able to conclude that the majority of the “Local” took place at your 

library.  The exceptions would be items that filled Marmot holds at other locations.



Turnover Reports

 “Understanding the information from the 

development tab. Turnover rate by owning location 

and itype (evaluation) does not appear to work in 

DC”

 Assume we mean the Turnover reports within the 

Collections group

 Takes a long time to compile.  Cup of coffee to go 

out to lunch time to compile 



Turnover by Branch

 Bibliographic material type and not item type.

 No option to select location as this is a system report.

 Location is a roll up to the building level and not individual 
shelving locations

 The turnover ratio is the quotient of circulated items (circ 
count) divided by the number of corresponding circable 
items in the system during the relevant time period. 

 More of a trend report.  In general what broad 
categories tend to turn over or circ more.

http://csdirect.iii.com/manual_dc/Content/zReference/dcr_app_faq.html


Quotient explained

 Items = the number of “circable items” with this 

location code. (Excluded: items with status m,$,n, z, 

o, and l) Things that could circ.

 Circulation = total number of checkouts and 

renewals for each time period

 Turnover = Circulation divided by Items

 For example: 

 BIXBY 3 items, 15 circ  turnover equals 5

 ARCH 2 items, 3 circ  turnover equals 1.5



Example Turnover Report

Looking at Audio Book Bib Mat Type

Could conclude that circulation of these types of material is trending downward and thus 

either purchase fewer or purchase more popular titles.



Turnover by Owning Location and Item 

Type

Display has a toggle between turnover, circable items and actual circs

With Item Type in the display could see more specific breakdowns then offered with Bib 

Material Type.  

Again could support the decision to reduce spending on certain types of formats.



Postal Code

 When will the Postal Code by Patron activity report 
be fixed? Running the report and limiting by 
branch breaks the report.

 I had hit or miss results.  

 One did generate an internal server error while other 
reports ran correctly.

 Some reports had a high number of unknowns which 
means either no “postal code” in the record or Sierra 
couldn’t parse it out.

 Marmot call in Software Engineering



Postal Code with Branch Filter

Did work several times.  



Float Management Reports

 My son uses paging to gather up all of the items in 
Marmot about the Civil War.

 Our local library floats non fiction to reduce amount 
of material that is in transit within the multi branch 
system.

 Material from the designated libraries floats to our 
local library while the other items go back to the 
owning library.

 My local library now has too many Civil War books.



Pooling Remedy Report

 Will take a while to compile

 Designate the library to check on for pooling and 

the libraries that could receive overflow along with 

the library who originally owned the item.

 Make sure you select your libraries otherwise it will 

assume every library wants your material.



Pooling example

Sid the science kid should be send back to Collbran because they owned it.

Physics of the impossible should sent Collbran because Central has too many.

If the pooling branch has more copies than it needs to meet 150% of demand, Decision 

Center makes distribution recommendations for the surplus based on the relative demand 

at branches that need copies. Branches are determined to need copies if demand 

exceeds supply. If a branch has no copies, it is determined to need one copy, regardless 

of demand.



Drought 

 Appears to look at this from the other perspective.  

Libraries that need copies.

 Note with either report you need to select where 

copies could go to, otherwise it will show libraries 

out of your system.



Drought example

In this report Central is the library with the drought and the six branches could supply 

copies.  Ripper Street is odd in that it apparently was at Central but floated to Clifton.  

However Copies In Branch indicates Central has two copies already.  You can verify this 

by clicking on the Title which is a link to a supply and demand graph along with a link to 

the III Classic WebPAC..  



Acquisition Reports

 Would probably prompt a review of certain codes 
if more libraries started using Acq

 Order codes 1-4

 Order format

 VHS/Cassettes and no Blu Ray

 Gulp! Call Numbers

 Two general types of reports

 Expenditures – what did over a time period

 Trends – what did over time (fiscal years)

 If I had a million dollar reports.



Acquisitions Reports

 Requires invoicing 

 Bulk expenditures directly against a fund will not be 

included

 Expenditure by Call Number Range and Funds will 

not work as it relies on Bib Call Numbers



Expenditure Reports



Expenditure Trends



Budget Project Reports

Enter in starting budget in filters.



SCAT (Statistical Categories)

 Seen as Call Number Table or as Subject

 Attempts to parse the item call number into a defined 
category.

 3 SCAT tables to account for LC, Dewey and Local (Fiction, AV 
etc.)

 Reports that include call number filter

 All call numbers can inflate individual line totals if the call number 
could hit multiple tables

 Grand total will be correct

 Local table is a work in progress

 Adult Circulating Non Fiction tends to be the most accurate 
due to the absence of pre stamps.

 GV 959.32  | Ref GV 959.32 | J GV 959.32



Call Numbers

 With item call numbers, certain reports will not work 

since they are based on a bib call number.

 Unknown is call number not found + call number not 

in SCAT table



Collection Maintenance 

 Development – Selection Reports

 Popular Authors – how many of next title to buy

 Supply and Demand Buying – to reduce wait time

 Hold to Item Ratio Buying – to hit a desired ratio

 With preference to local holds set, verifying enough 

local items to meet local demand could be 

useful/important

 Hold to Item Ratio can be run on order copies



Popular Authors

Part of this report works.  The summary of most popular authors based on average 

monthly circulation over the last 90 days.

Clicking on an author would show the titles and  selecting a title would show a 

calculated number to purchase based on the one you selected.



Supply and Demand

Remedy filters

First Item created before to exclude recently published

Demand Greater than to limit to most popular

Purchase amount when you have limited funds

Price per copy comes from order expenditure (if found) or item price field



Supply/Demand Click Thru

Supply looks at the number of copies in the system and the average monthly circ.



Hold to Item Ratio

Run on order records



Collection Tools

Recommendations to expand or weed

Based on Item Types

Consortia could roll up groups of item types such as all books otherwise make sure you 

filter in all logical item types to review



Weeding Reports

 Low Circulation Weeding

 High Circulation Weeding – review for condition

 Missing (billed, in transit and on holdshelf)

 Keys to these reports is that output can be exported 

directly into a Create List Review File



Low Circulation Report



High Circulation



What is next with Decision Center?

 Development Team

 Q4 2015 Service Pack (fixes)

 2016 Service Pack and 1.1 Release

 IUG Enhancements 

 Save searches/Custom Reports/Email Report

 Numerous Marmot Requests



Questions?


